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The partnership classic hailed by Erica Jong as “ If being in love means being in pain, you need to read
Women Who Love AN EXCESSIVE AMOUNT OF.—right now updated with a new introduction and source
section!The #1 New York Times bestseller that asks: are you a female who loves an excessive amount of?
-Do you obsess over males who are emotionally unavailable, dependent on work, hobbies, alcohol, or
other women? seem boring?nice men”while “ -Perform you end up attracted again and again to troubled,
distant, moody guys— -Do you neglect your friends and your own interests to be immediately open to him?
-Do you feel empty without him, despite the fact that being with him is torment? Robin Norwood's
groundbreaking work will allow you to recognize the roots of your destructive patterns of relating and
offer you with a step-by-step guideline to a far more rewarding approach to life and loving.life-changing”
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I never knew love didn’t need to be a struggle I don’t take time to write reviews frequently, but I couldn’t
avoid the opportunity to talk about how incredible the info is in this reserve.. I’ve been told there may be
a subconscious factor in my “selection procedure,” but that didn’t make any sense to me when a number
of these males are completely different from one another. I burst into uncontrollable tears that i held set
for 30 years.Reading this book has really opened the eyes of my heart to comprehend what’s been going
on in my dating existence.!Do I think I’ll meet the man of my dreams next week? Easy read, well
thoughtout, great examples, and easy to digest.. The queries like “Why am I not good enough for him?”,
“What did I really do wrong?”, or “What’s wrong with me?” don’t plague me like they used to. I
understand where those emotions are via and how I can give myself grace to learn from what I’ve
experienced.I actually can’t thank Robin enough for sharing her knowledge with me through this book. I
have also browse the stories of nearly every woman I know.but anticipate to take a real, honest, hard look
at yourself as well as your behaviors. It’s a must read for anyone who can’t understand why love needs to
be a struggle! From the strongest, most independent to the most damaged, this book has insight. I read it
for myself and saw my daughter, my best friends, my most distant enemies.I'm not a self-help reserve
aficionado but We couldn't stop reading and re-reading each chapter, gleaning increasingly more insight
into why I really do what I do, why I did what I did so, why I put up with what I put up with and how to
figure out how to focus on my very own health, my very own mental health, my very own expectations
and best of all, my own boundaries. Excellent read Very empowering Life changing! Notes used,
highlighting done in various colours for the various emotions and people coming to mind as what came
collectively and made feeling.I'm learning. Each day I'm paying attention to what I am considering,
feeling, living ~ and understanding the child behind the woman whose actions can seem therefore lost.I
really like this book. Go through this. But for now, I could read this one again and again. I'm pleased with
that. Great go through! We are creatures of habit. If you find yourself in a weird dating pattern or
watching somebody in a weird dating design, this is for you personally. I learned so very much from
reading this reserve; about myself, men, ladies, addiction and life generally." when it comes to men, this
is a publication that you need to most certainly read. Who knows. Every woman who has spent way too
much time, .. Norwood wrote this book many years ago, nevertheless it's still highly relevant to today's
females because women and men don't change all that fast. Every woman who has spent a significant
amount of time, money, resources, stress, heartache, etc... on a man needs to read this reserve. It is life
changing. Life altering. But I do know that after reading what Robin provides written in these webpages, I
am now looking even more objectively at associations and learning to identify my own feelings and
behaviors as healthful or unhealthy.. I've dated countless males and continue to hit lifeless ends when all
I'd like is one healthy, long-lasting relationship. We thought some read my journals, chronicled my entire
life. Frankly, I didn’t think that I acquired any component in how these males acted or reacted. My heart
burst into an incredible number of pieces. She uncovered me to myself. This Reserve literally changed my
entire life.! Women Who Love AN EXCESSIVE AMOUNT OF: When You Keep Wishing and Wishing
He'll Change was available to me on Amazon for pennies. In case you are a female who has ever asked
yourself "why?? This book is a wake up call to how destructive this considering is. I saw myself in a few
of the characters and ironically, it was so dead on accurate that it pissed me off! We love the info on how
to not "love an excessive amount of. I would recommend this book for just about any woman who usually
feels as though she will come in last place and doesn't know why.... After years of trying to figure it out,
thus giving a clear insight In these pages I've read the stories of several clients of the writer. I'll make sure
my daughter reads this before she begins seriously dating in order that she avoids some of the
knuckleheads out there. This Reserve Is a Woman's Wake-Up Call!!! Norwood opened my eye to areas of
my relationship I had never even considered. Not for the faint of heart--but for the girl who wants to
experience real change Great publication!! Provided me with a great begin to self examination in order



that I would make smarter options for myself.!? I under no circumstances considered love as being an
addiction until scanning this publication (and watching Becoming Marry Jane). The book itself won't
make the quality of your relationship improve or make anyone transformation if indeed they don't want to
improve. Hearing personal accounts and guidelines to recovery made for a thorough book on the topic of
co dependency. Should anyone ever believed that you only could save a relationship, then you really,
should buy a duplicate of this reserve. I sit it best beside my Bible. great great book, very well written and
gets right to it, women who love too much and become doormats for the ones they love. I was amazed by
how great of condition the utilized book was in because it's not new.. This book gave me a completely
new perspective. Most significant book I've ever read Do yourself a favour, ladies. If all self-help books
had been this good, I'd probably be an avid reader.Please realise this publication is for a broader audience
than simply battered wives and co-alcoholics. It is also for serial monogamists: women who are
unintentionally attracted to busy, challenging, uncommitted guys who can't (or won't) provide her the like
she craves.Find out the problem, face the problem, and recover yourself. God Bless. xox Gift No Great
book! Great book!. What if every other melody on the air sings a tribute to your tortured edition of giving
love? What if your culture tells you that sacrifice and discomfort are expressions of love? But what about
when your addiction is normally a relationship? It methods the reader by providing heroes that the reader
is likely to relate to. The writer treats women who want to much as individuals afflicted with a disease just
as critical and sometimes life threatening as dependence on other substances. Nevertheless, this book hits
on many topics I had by no means thought of and it hits on topics one might look at as irrelevant until
acquiring time to consider why so when Norwood included specific information within the contents of
this book. Only buy if u want to learn all of the personal stories- terrible! But I held reading because I had
a need to start to see the truth about some of my choices." This publication annoyed me though bc it has
WAAAAAYYYYYY way too many personal tales abt women who've adored an excessive amount of. To
the author- no-one gives a crap abt reading abt ur sufferers. NO! The life application for switch and
healing are useful and applicable. I KNEW this wasnt the book for me. Limited good details tho. I
received the publication only six days after my order was complete. A must read This book helped me
understand myself and my relationships so far better. I dont CARE abt those ladies. I extremely
reccomend this book to anyone who loves just a little an excessive amount of.Each chapter, once
completed, was begun again.! A fresh me for a fresh year. I now know how my activities - subconscious
as they have been all along, stemming from childhood events - have contributed to harmful patterns in my
own relationships.! Just what a gift. I would recommend this reading to anyone even if you’re thinking
about reading it. A wake up call Addictions to drugs, alcohol, gambling and other visible chemicals are
debilitating but have got defined programs in place to help addicts recover..READ It all!
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